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43. SRCAPP14871

SRCAPP14980

44. SRCAPP14844

`BA.BEd
BSc.BEd

B.Ed.M.Ed

B.P.Ed
1 Unit

Excel College of TN
Education,
Namakkal,
Tamil
Nadu

1. The Court order is noted.
2. The Court has observed, “….the petitioner
on moving an appropriate application
before the Competent authority may seek
recognition for the afore noted course for
the next academic session which would
be for the year 2018-19.
3. “An appropriate application” in this case
would be an application filed in response
to a Notification issued by the NCTE
inviting such applications. The letter
dated 27.12.2017 from the college can
not amount an “appropriate application
in this context.
4. That being so, we can not process their
case further .
5. Their request, therefore, not accepted.
They can apply as and when NCTE (HQ)
issues a Notification again inviting
applications.
6. Return FDRs, if any.
7. Close the file

Jonah College of TS
Physical Education,
Nalgonda, Telangana

1. No reply has been received to our LOI
dated 08.09.2017.
2.1. Give further time till 31.03.2018.
2.2. Make it clear that if the reply, satisfying
all the norms and standards, is not
received before 28.02.2018 it will not be
possible for us to consider their case for
FR w.e.f. 2018-19 because of the
Supreme Court prescribed time-limit of 3
March 2018.
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45. SRCAPP14912

B.Ed
2 Units

Jonah College of TS
Teacher Education,
Nalgonda, Telangana

1.

No reply has been received to our LOI
dated 08.09.2017.

2.1. Give further time till 31.03.2018.
2.2. Make it clear that if the reply, satisfying
all the norms and standards, is not
received before 28.02.2018 it will not
be possible for us to consider their case
for FR w.e.f. 2018-19 because of the
Supreme Court prescribed time-limit of
3 March 2018.

46. APS02913

BSc.BEd

APS04732

BA.B.Ed

Tagore Government A &
College of Education, N
Andaman & Nicobar
Islands

1.

The applicant college had represented
that, in view of the exigencies on the
admission front, they had to go ahead
with admissions without waiting for final
orders in this case.

2.1. In the event, we had to provide for some
leeway to meet the University
requirements. This has, possibly, given
scope for some confusion.
2.2. We admit the apparent contradiction
between points (2) and (3.1) of our order
dated 5-6 December 2017.
3.1. In the circumstance, we ratify the action
taken by the college to continue with the
existing pattern for purposes of
admissions in 2017-18.
3.2. The College can not, however, carry on
this facility indefinitely. Admissions to
the programmes in reference shall be
made without reference to subject-wise
nomenclatures for the programmes w.e.f
2018-19.
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47. SRCAPP14223

D.El.Ed
2 Units

Vijaya
Sarada AP
College of Diploma in
Education, Guntur,
Andhra Pradesh

1. No reply has been received to our letter
dated 12.07.2017.
2. We need not wait further for a reply. Let
us proceed to act on their request for
reduction from 2 (units) to (1 unit).
3. Issue FR accordingly for D.El.Ed (1 unit)
w.e.f. 2018-19

48. SRCAPP14762

M.Ed
1 Unit

St. Andrews College AP
of
Education,
Krishna,
Andhra
Pradesh

1. They have not replied to our letter dated
15.06.2017.
2. They have consistently been blocking
the VT Inspection.
3. We can not go on like this without any
meaningful progress.
4. Issue SCN for rejection.

49. SRCAPP14556

B.Ed
2 Units

Abu Sawood B.Ed AP
College,
Kurnool,
Andhra Pradesh

1. Their reply to our LOI dated 02.11.2017
has not been received.
2. Give further time till 20.02.2018.
3. Put up soon thereafter.

50. SRCAPP14525

B.Ed

Emmanueal College AP
of
Teacher
Education, Krishna,
Andhra Pradesh

1. The B.Ed application was rejected in our
November-December 2015 meeting.
Unfortunately that order was not issued.
2. When the linked D.El.Ed case was
rejected in May 16, the B.Ed case
became ineligible on grounds of being
‘stand alone’. It should have been
rejected then.
3. Be that as it may, issue a formal
rejection order for B.Ed (1 unit).
4. Return FDRs, if any.
5. Close the file.
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